SECOND SIEGELINCH GUN TO BE TURNED OUT IN THE UNITED STATES FIRST FORCED AT BETHLEHEM STEEL WORKS. The first weapon of this diameter, shown in the picture, is now ready for the United States entry to the Pictures Canal. It is only 15 feet long, whereas the new gun will be 70 feet in length.

COAL SHORTAGE CURBS USUAL COLD-WEATHER ACTIVITY AT RETAILERS TARDS. Stagnation in the fuel business, reported by dealers throughout the city, is illustrated by this general view on the premises of the George & Newton Company. Dozens of wagons are standing idle because of the diminishing supply of coal on hand.

FLEET OF SPEEDY SUBMARINE CHASERS WHICH READILY CAN BE PRESSED INTO SERVICE BY THE UNITED STATES. These fast little boats have been turned out for the Allen by Skidmore's Boat Works, at New York, and are waiting delivery. Thousands of other motor craft could be manufactured in weeks if war.

PAPER SHORTAGE A GODSEND TO THE PAINED BUT. RECRUITING OF MEN TO FILL UP THE GAP IN THE UNITED STATES HAVE MADE EASIER BY WAR TALE.